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Wednesday’s History Final ���
50 multiple choice ?’s	


•  1---Civil War-Reconstruction (1860-1877)	

– Lincoln’s view of Southern States	

– Who really was Reconstruction 
for?? FREEDMEN & Southern 
States	


– 13th, 14th, 15th Ammendments 	

– CIVIL RIGHTS???	


• Ways Southern Govt. kept 
FREEDMEN down	

– Poll tax, Lit. test, Grandfather Clause 

= VOTING	

– JIM CROW = legal segregation or 

separation 	

– Plessy v. Ferguson 1896 = 
“separate but equal”	

• Legalize seperation of races till 1954 Brown 

v. Bd. Of Ed.	


2--Age of Business/Industry and its 
Problems	


• Transcontinental RR settles 
West	


• Monopolies & Trusts = Limit of 
competition = bad for consumers	


• Purpose of Labor Unions	

– More $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ and Less hours	


3---Progressive Era	

• Populists -- were farmers	

• Goal of Progressives--end abuses 

of BIG BUSINESS	

• Muckrakers -- journalists	


– Riis -- URBAN POOR	

– Sinclair -- Meat	

– Tarbell -- Oil	


4 -- Imperialism and the Rise of 
America as a WORLD POWER	


• Gain overseas markets and RAW 
MATERIALS	


• U.S.S. Maine -- Spanish-American 
War	

– -last war in Americas with Europe	

– Propaganda and Yellow 
Journalism	

	


	


Monroe Doctrine and the 
Roosevelt Corrolary to it	

	
Keeps Europe away from 
AMERICAS	

	
America can be a POLICE 
FORCE to help the Americas out	
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5 -- WWI	

• M. A. I . N. CAUSES	

• America wanted to remain 

ISOLATED and Neutral at start of 
BOTH WWI and WWII	


• What pulled U.S. into WWI???	

– German Unrestricted Submarine 

Warfare -- Lusitania (100+ Amer. Killed)	

– Zimmerman Telegram	


• Wilson’s 14 Points and the 
Creation of the League of 
Nations	

– PEACE	

– America never joined b /c 
Wilson couldn’t cooperate 
with Senate on ALLIANCES	


6 -- America between the Wars 
1920s :o) & 1930s :o(	


• Suffrage for Women	

• Harlem Renaissance -- appreciate 

your culture	

• Return to “normalcy” ISOLATION	


• 1920s -- “boom” -- installment 
buying, credit, stocks	


• 1930s “bust” 	

• Why??	

• 1920s -- Prohibition, Scopes 

Monkey Trial (science vs. religion)	

• 1930s -- FDR’s New Deal -- relief, 

recovery, reform	

• FDIC, Social Security 	


. The Cold War	

• United States -vs- Soviet 
Union(Russia) 

• A war of words and Ideas 
• Democracy vs Communism 
• Freedom vs oppression 
• M.A.D. 

Eastern Europe	

West	

Europe	
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II. Containment	

• After WWII American foreign 

policy will center on 
Containment Of communism. 
Keeping the Soviet Union in 
place.	


• The Truman Doctrine: The U.S. 
would help any and all countries 
threatened by communism.	


• The Marshall Plan: U.S. 
Secretary of State George 
Marshall came up with a 
plan to rebuild the 
European Economy after 
WWII.	


• Marshall felt the best way to 
keep countries free from 
communism was to help them 
rebuild.	


• 13 billion would be spent 
rebuilding Western Europe.	


• Not one of these countries 
would fall to communism.	


• The cold war would turn hot in 
many places. 

• Korea 
• Vietnam 
• Cuba 
• Containment: the policy of 
containing communism to where it 
already exists Soviet 
Union(Russia). 


